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HPC versus Big Data
Traditional HPC: 

Applications: large scale scientific computing
Machines:  supercomputers
Programming: MPI+ OpenMP

Traditional Big Data:
Applications: web and  business analytics - descriptive and 

predictive  (include machine learning  and deep learning)
Machines: cloud infrastructures
Programming: Map/Reduce, ML and DL dedicated libraries 
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BDEC: From the First Episodes…

Credits: Dan Reed

DPEI Plenary Meeting - Rocquencourt, 4 October 2017 3

HPC and Big Data: 
a Closer Look at the Differences



The HPC-BigData Integrated Project Lab
(IPL HPC-BigData)

An INRIA funded project (2018-2022)

Gather teams from HPC, Big Data and Machine Learning  to 
work on the convergence between these domains

Eventually more HPC-IA than HPC-BIGDATA
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Teams/People Involved
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INRIA Teams

HPC:
DataMove: Bruno Raffin, Olivier Richard
KerData: Gabriel Antoniu, Alexandru Costan
Tadaam: Emmanuel Jeannot, Guillaume Aupy
RealOpt: Olivier Beaumont
Hiepacs: Olivier Coulaud
Storm: Samuel Thibault
Grid’5000: Pierre Neyron

BigData/ML:
Zenith: Patrick Valduriez et Alexis Joly
Parietal:  Gael Varoquaux
Tao: Guillaume Charpiat
SequeL: Philippe Preux
Sierra: Francis Bach

Non INRIA Partners

External Research Teams:
ANL (USA): Rob Ross, Tom 
Peterka
LBT (CNRS Paris): Marc Baaden, 
Jérome Hénin -> Molecular 
Dynamics

Companies:
ATOS/Bull -> HPC Vendor
ESI-group  -> Computational 
Mechanics



High Performance Analytics for 
Scientific Computing Apps

• In Situ/Transit analytics combining HPC (FlowVR, 
Damaris, Decaf) and Big Data solutions (Spark, 
Flink)

• On-line data streams assimilation combining ML 
and numerical simulation.
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Toward a parallelization based on task programming 
with Dask (Python framework).  

Use StarPU as a runtime

ML Framework
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Infrastructure and Resource 
Management 

Two different  machine models:   supercomputer versus cloud
• Centralized file system  /  distributed on-node storage 
• Exclusive resources / virtual machines and multitenant 

apps
• High performance architectures   / cost efficient 

architectures 

Toward a converged Architectures ?
• How to handle on-node storage (elastic/ephemeral  store)?
• How to perform locality-aware  scheduling  (dynamics and 

static)?
• What abstractions for convergent storage  (key-value store, 

blob store)?
• How  to leverage ML/DL approaches for scheduling? 8



How application can make the best 
possible use of the available resources

Topology

XK7 (GPU capable) region. Figure 7b shows a more 
continuous 4096-node default subnet allocation during a lighter 
BW system load in blue vertical slab. Although the allocation 
is not as fragmented as the yellow subnet of Figure 7a, the flat 
slab allocation is stretching along the slower BW Y axis. The 
visualization of these less-optimal default network placement 
fragmentation presented us with a promising topology tuning 
opportunity to improve strong scaling, by allocating a 
continuous and more compact, cuboidal subnet within BW 
torus in order to better match AWP-SGTc’s virtual 3D 
elongated near-neighbor mesh prism topology. Our topology-
mapping optimization was designed to balance the tradeoffs 
among: 

(1) Matching the virtual 3D Cartesian mesh topology of the 
typical 8x4x1 AWP-SGTc mesh proportion (e.g., 
8960x4480x1120 for 45B mesh points) to an elongated 
physical subnet prism shape in the BW torus. 

(2) Maximizing faster connected BW XZ plane allocation with 
the longest virtual mesh topology edge-aligned to the 
fastest communicating BW torus Z direction, producing a 
flatter subnet allocation and/or applying virtual mesh sheet 
folding to stretch over BW XZ planes. Note that subnet 
allocation extending to the edge of torus can also cut 
subnet diameter significantly due to wrap-around links. 

(3) Obtaining a tighter, more compact and cuboidal shaped 
BW subnet allocation for lower network diameter 
(distance between the most far-apart pair) to achieve 
efficient global barrier synchronization in the AWP-SGTc 
code. 

(4) Reducing inter-node hops along the slowest BW torus Y 
direction, by increasing the partition grain size in BW Y 
direction, or by mapping BW Y axis to the shallowest 
virtual AWP VZ axis, corresponding to the ground depth in 
the CyberShake hazard map. 

Ideally, we would optimize the virtual to physical network 
topology mapping by carefully reserving a best matching prism 
subnet in BW torus. However, BW’s randomly situated down 
compute nodes at the time of run as well as non-computing IO 
service nodes make it difficult to accommodate every direct 
near-neighbor data exchange without inter-node 
communication hops. We thus employed Cray’s Topaware tool 
to aid node selection and MPI rank (virtual process ID) 
ordering to harvest the potential speedup, similar to the 
reported improvement of 3% to 370% tested with other 
2D/3D/4D Cartesian mesh applications [7, 8]. 

Given a requested logical subnet dimension, Topaware 
script explores the BW torus network topology to locate a 
slightly larger subnet prism skipping over randomly scattered 
down compute nodes and non-computing IO service nodes. For 
a strong scaling test run of 45 billion mesh grid points in a 
rectangular near-neighbor virtual topology of 8×4×1 
proportion in VX, VY and VZ axes, we tested Topaware’s auto 
node selection and MPI rank ordering to further optimize 64-
node, 512-node and 4096-node test cases. 

Topaware tool is run by the following command, after 
setting some environment variables. 
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Figure 7: Default BW batch task placements on torus topology 
node allocation for AWP-SGTc on 4,096 XE6 nodes showing 
disjoint subnet fragmentations in yellow for (a) and blue for (b) 
scattered along the slowest network links in vertical Y dimension, 
hopping through the red XK7 region, where pin holes indicating 
possible IO nodes. (Visualization courtesy of NCSA BW staff O. 
Padron and G. Bauer).   

Locality

Data

?
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Problematic:
• Allocate data
• Partition data
• Reserve resources
• Control affinity
• Map computation
• Manage contention
• Optimize communication
• Access storage
• Perform visualization



Conclusion
Follow-up of the challenge  When extreme- scale computing meets data-
intensive science for the next Inria strategic roadmap 

Sparked off more interest than expected. Very motivating  discussions 
between partners

Expect to gain momentum  as we understand each other domain better:

• Start with modest direct knowledge/technology transfers
• Go up to the co-design of innovative solutions

Very important and timely topic: we will be happy to collaborate with 
other teams. 
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